Defend Casual Workers Advice
Office in Johannesburg!
On Monday evening 2 September 2019, during a campaign of
xenophobic violence, a 200-strong gang wrecked the premises
of the Casual Workers Advice Office (CWAO) in Johannesburg,
South Africa. The door was broken open, glass was shattered
and the premises were thoroughly trashed. The CWAO stated:
“We lost our furniture, printing and communications
equipment, our case files … this is a heavy loss in already
difficult circumstances.”
CWAO works mainly with labour broker workers who are among
the most exploited and marginalised sections of the working
class.
Workers International to Rebuild the Fourth International
condemns the xenophobia which divides the exploited and the
oppressed and exculpates the imperialists and their servants
in the South African state who exploit the masses and
violently bar the way to social progress.
Please support the CWAO’s appeal to restore their premises
and facilities and continue to organise and defend casual
workers.
You
can
donate
to
their
fund
here:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/solidarity-with-casual-workers-adv
ice-office-sa
Hewat Beukes expressed the views of WIRFI on these matters in
this posting:
UNRESOLVED CONTRADICTIONS COME TO BITE AGAIN
In 1971/72 Namibian contract workers went on a general strike
in the mines, agriculture, and in the colonial industrial and
commercial sectors. It was an indelible demonstration of

workers’ power. It inspired and set off the South African veld
fire of strikes which culminated in the struggle for union
rights and the student struggles of 1976. By 1978 Namibia had
a fully-fledged union movement in tandem with South Africa.
The bourgeois nationalists in both South Africa and Namibia,
the Anti-Apartheid Movement and the Stalinists did not like
it. Lacking a workers’ party, the workers’ movement was
relatively easy prey to slander and liquidation both here and
in exile.
The ‘Marxist left’ which ought to have given clarity failed to
see the attacks against the working class as the deployment of
a toxic lumpen proletariat by a tribal petit-bourgeoisie to
subjugate the class and its struggles to the alliance of the
bourgeoisie and pre-capitalist tribal structures. They even
went on to mistakenly characterise the kangaroo courts,
necklacing of workers, etc. as “self-rule” and “dictatorship
of the working class”. The most insidious, reactionary, and
horrific reaction against the rising working class could not
come from the race regime. It came from the tribal agents of
the bourgeoisie within oppressed communities.
This lumpen vice-like grip on working class communities is now
being used to revive the caretaker regime’s grip on the
working class. It is not directed against organised crime:
drug dealing, etcetera. It is directed against mostly
vulnerable impoverished refugees, as a smokescreen for lumpen
elements to loot and advance petty crime. The political
objective is far more sinister, which is to deliver the
working class bound hand and foot to the capitalist exploiter
and international capital.
It is the obligation of the workers’ movement to correctly
define and characterise the present instigated attacks against
the working class under the smokescreen of xenophobia. Its
central objective is to disable working class organisation and
subjugate working-class communities. It is the same monstrous
legacy of the 1970s and 1980s. It is meant to lift the

caretaker petit bourgeoisie out of its crisis.
This politics is encompassed by the ongoing denial that the
determining factor in the independence of Namibia, the
universal right to vote in South Africa (nothing more) and the
independence of Zimbabwe were the mass uprisings of the
working classes in Southern Africa since 1971. The scale of
disruption of Apartheid tyranny in Southern Africa by the
South African working class as the decisive factor of change
(albeit in caretaker states) is denied and absurdly assigned
to individuals to boot.
There can be no revolution in Southern Africa if these
historical analyses are not concretised in the organisational
structures of the working class. The agencies of the
bourgeoisie shall be identified analytically. We shall know
and recognise the operations of reaction as against the
operations of working-class struggle for political power.
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